Crime Alert for Silver Palms Residents
January 11, 2018
We need all residents of Silver Palms to be aware that a small group of subjects that appear to be
teenagers, have recently committed vehicle burglaries in the Silver Palms community and surrounding
areas.
Delta Five Security would like to remind all residents that law enforcement and security efforts are most
effective when members of the community are aware, involved and engaged in the effort. We want you
to call us immediately at the number below if you see a group of individuals walking around without a
clear purpose or destination, loitering or acting suspicious in any way.
We are seeking the cooperation and collaboration of all residents of Silver Palms not only in reporting
suspicious individuals or activity, but also in locking and securing their vehicles and homes. Below is the
photo of a subject that just pulled the door handle of an unlocked vehicle, which turned its lights on. The
subject then searched the vehicle for valuables.

Video from several residents’ security cameras captured what appears to be two teenage males trying
door handles while a third subject remains near the street acting as a lookout. Although one video shows
a subject sliding a tool down the side of a driver’s window, the great majority of cases involve vehicles
whose windows or doors were left open or unlocked. Delta Five Security officers discover hundreds of
open or unlocked homes or vehicles and routinely remind residents to secure their property, but it is not
possible for officers to detect all unlocked vehicles. Please, help keep your community safe. Heed the
advice of Miami Dade Police: “LOCK IT OR LOSE IT”
Please report any suspicious activity, individuals that you observe walking or gathering without a clear
purpose or destination, individuals walking around during late night or early morning hours to the 24-hour
Silver Palms on-duty post phone below:

Delta Five Security Silver Palms 24-hr on-duty phone: 786-277-3037
Miami Dade Police Non-Emergency Phone 305-476-5423
Emergencies or crimes in progress DIAL 911

